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It was the best of times for some investments, it was the worst of times for others, cash

was trash, and Bitcoin was booming. When we look around at the economy, it may seem

like fitting material for a dramatic Dickens novel (we can only imagine what Charles

Dickens would have written about crypto). Yet, as an investor, now is the time to take a

holistic, level-headed look at your portfolio.

Ray Dalio is Right on the Money

The words “holistic” and “level-headed” can be replaced with one word: diversification. It’s

one of our core tenets when it comes to investing at Makara. And when the leader of the

world’s largest hedge fund agrees with you about investing, it’s usually a good sign. Well,

that’s what recently happened when Ray Dalio—legendary investor and founder of

Bridgewater Associates—spoke with Yahoo Finance about the importance of

diversification and how he incorporates crypto into his strategy. For the past few months

at Makara, in our newsletters and on our blog, we’ve been preaching the benefits of

including crypto in a well-diversified portfolio. In Dalio’s comments, he stressed the need

for diversification in a modern investment strategy.

“I view [crypto] as an alternative money in an environment where the value of cash money

is depreciating in real terms. And I think it's very impressive that for the last 10, 11 years,

that programming has still held up,” he told Yahoo Finance's editor-in-chief, Andy Serwer

in a video interview. Dalio went on to say, “I'm very big on diversification. And [crypto is] a

relatively small part of the portfolio."

https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://www.markpack.org.uk/31802/a-tale-of-two-cities-not-just-a-great-opening-line-a-great-opening-paragraph/
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://finance.yahoo.com/news/ray-dalio-its-very-impressive-that-cryptocurrency-has-held-up-145120314.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://makara.com/blog/diversification-in-volatile-market


Dalio now publicly shares that he owns Bitcoin and Ether, using it to round out a portfolio

of investments that includes various asset classes. He added, “I've been quoted [saying]

'cash is trash,'” and went on to explain that cash is the worst investment in his view

because it is losing buying power.

With or Without Crypto

Crypto has become mainstream this year, with everyone from Ray Dalio to the rock band

U2’s manager getting involved in various ways. And let’s not forget the estimated 40

million or more Americans who have ever traded crypto according to Pew Research

Center. That number is growing each day.

For the average investor, what does diversification look like with crypto? We took the

common 60/40 portfolio—60% in the S&P 500 and 40% in U.S. bonds—as a base example

to display how crypto has potential to improve a portfolio when a small allocation is

added. The graph below shows the tale of two hypothetical portfolios, without crypto and

with crypto, from Q1 2020 to Q3 2021.  For the portfolio allocation, we used the SPY ETF to

represent exposure to the S&P 500 and the AGG ETF to represent wide exposure to the

U.S. investment-grade bond market. The Makara Blue Chip basket is used to model crypto

returns as it is a wide sample of crypto assets available to the average investor, including

Bitcoin and Ethereum among others.

https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://cointelegraph.com/news/u2-s-manager-signs-deal-to-expand-bored-ape-yacht-club-to-movies-tv-and-music
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/11/11/16-of-americans-say-they-have-ever-invested-in-traded-or-used-cryptocurrency/
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/11/11/16-of-americans-say-they-have-ever-invested-in-traded-or-used-cryptocurrency/
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://www.ssga.com/us/en/intermediary/etfs/funds/spdr-sp-500-etf-trust-spy
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://www.ishares.com/us/products/239458/ishares-core-total-us-bond-market-etf
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://makara.com/baskets/blue-chip


Click for Larger Graph Image: See important disclosures below

We see over the past seven quarters, dating back to the beginning of 2020, that a 10%

allocation to crypto has increased returns consistently with only one quarter having lower

returns than the portfolio without crypto. If we look at returns cumulatively from January

1, 2020 to September 30, 2021, we see that the stock and bond portfolio returned 24.50%

while the portfolio with crypto added returned 65.90%. It is important to remember that

past performance is not a guarantee of future results and that crypto has been generally

more volatile than the stock and bond market. However, we can learn by analyzing

different past scenarios that small amounts of diversification may have a positive impact

on portfolio performance. We encourage you to review different investment asset classes

to ensure your portfolio is well-rounded.

Start Small

If you haven’t invested in crypto yet or have only invested a little in Bitcoin, we

recommend starting small and slow. Invest only what you are comfortable putting into

crypto and consider it as a small part of your larger investment strategy. We also

recommend dollar cost averaging to reduce risk and build up your investment over time.

At Makara, we believe diversification is your friend during good and bad times. And if you

haven’t started diversifying, now is the best time.

https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://makara.com/_next/image?url=https%3A%2F%2Fimages.ctfassets.net%2F5h5h71nryxk8%2F1ZIqKBhvA7wV8H4UBCGFo6%2F9cf762b322e64749b00d2665b91b7aff%2FQuarterly_Returns__Stock_Bond_Portfolio_vs_Stock_Bond_Crypto_Portfolio__2_.png&w=3840&q=75
https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://makara.com/blog/how-to-invest-when-crypto-prices-are-at-all-time-highs


Makara Digital Corporation (“Makara”) is an investment adviser registered with the US Securities

and Exchange Commission. Registration as an investment adviser does not imply a particular

level of skill or training. Makara exclusively provides investment advisory services related to

investing in cryptocurrencies and other digital assets.

Makara is not a broker-dealer, exchange, custodian, or wallet provider, and is not intended for

frequent trading activity. Investing in digital assets is highly speculative and volatile and Makara

is only suitable for investors who are willing to bear the risk of loss and experience sharp

drawdowns.

Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Ray Dalio, mentioned in this article, is not a Makara client or paid endorser of Makara.

The portfolio comparisons made above rely on several key assumptions and choices in

presenting the data. The Makara Blue Chip Basket has been selected as a cryptocurrency option

to illustrate the impact that a mainstream cryptocurrency allocation could have had on a

diversified portfolio during the time period displayed. The pro forma portfolios have been

rebalanced at the end of each quarter to return to the intended allocations. Data provided

begins in January 2020 because that is the inception date for the Blue Chip Basket’s

performance record. For more information about how the Blue Chip Basket’s performance is

calculated, please visit our Help Center. During the time period selected, both the stock market

and the cryptocurrency market generally had positive performance, which is not necessarily

indicative of how the portfolio may perform over different market cycles. Inclusion of the Blue

Chip Basket as the cryptocurrency allocation is for illustrative purposes only; other types of

cryptocurrency allocations may have performed differently during the same time period.

https://web.archive.org/web/20220929180150/https://help.makara.com/hc/en-us/articles/4403092926349-Understanding-performance-information


Original article is no longer available on Makara.com. To see an archive, visit
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